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 Shabbat

  Shalom
  To all those in need

 of healing

רפואה שלמה 

Editor Louise Ward

Last week Michael and I were attending the 
UPJ conference in Adelaide. 

Apart from learning what’s happening in our region, it was a 
great opportunity to attend Shul in a different community.  

The words were very reassuringly familiar, even if some of 
the tunes were not. They had a small choir and were 

accompanied by a guitar. It was a lively service and full to bursting point with all the visitors, 
with people even standing at the back. 

Interestingly, for all our regional differences, on the whole we are the same, with the same 
difficulties and concerns. We are all grappling with the same issues . 

Continued on page 2

This Erev Shabbat!

Walking to 
Shul 

through 
Adelaide’s 
Botanical 
Garden. 
During 
UPJ 

conference  
Last 

Shabbat.
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UPJ News. (Continued from page 1) 
Something interesting that came out of the 
Gen 18 survey was the number of Jewish 

people who identified as “traditional” rather 
than orthodox or progressive. 

Some saw labels as being divisive and uncomfortable. 
So one of the questions we need to ask ourselves is 
how can we make Our streams of Judaism attractive 

to Jews who see themselves as traditional but not 
orthodox? And also, the 21% of Progressive (and 

Masorti) who identify as secular? 
Can we espouse and deliver authentic Jewish culture, 

tradition and spirituality as described in “Living 
Judaism”? 

Can we resonate with what traditional but not 
orthodox Jews in our communities want? 

These are the sort of questions we all need to 
consider if we want to sustain and grow our 

community. 
* * * 

UPJ has come up with some new ways on how we 
can all share our concerns and solutions with each 

other by setting up collaborative working spaces 
online, so no matter the physical distances between us 

we can all learn from each other. 
We are working in the group who are sharing ideas 
about being more inclusive with interfaith marriages. 

This is especially relevant as the Gen 18 survey 
showed a growing trend in this area especially 
amongst Jews who identified as Progressive, 

especially in smaller Jewish communities. 

Remember the Dec Oneg is 
deferred until the  

Community Chanukah 
Event. 

Friday 27th Dec at the 
earlier time of 6pm. 
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